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Background

 In patients with dizziness and vertigo 
presented at ED, 4-6% have 
cerebrovascular causes

 Difficulty
 CT: very sensitive for acute intracranial 

hemorrhages (93%15), but cannot “rule out” 
ischemic stroke

 MRI: costly, not always available, 20% false 
negative in early strokes

ABCD2

 Risk stratification originally for TIA

Stroke. 2012 Jun;43(6):1484-9. doi: 
10.1161/STROKEAHA.111.646414. Epub 2012 Mar 22.

ABCD2 for dizziness

 The study showed 86% sensitivity for
stroke at a cutoff of ≥4 with nearly 40% 
specificity

 Limitations 
 Dizziness duration was not quantified
 MRI brain scans were obtained in only 11% of 

patients
 Investigators did not follow patients to identify 

missed strokes
 Young patients (vertebral artery dissection 

rather than atherosclerosis)



H.I.N.T.S

 A 2-minute, three-item bedside eye 
movement screen
 Head impulse
 Nystagmus
 Test of skew

Stroke. 2009 Nov;40(11):3504-10. doi: 
10.1161/STROKEAHA.109.551234. Epub 2009 Sep 17.

Acute vestibular syndrome (AVS)

 Acute, persistent vertigo or dizziness 
lasting days to several weeks with 
associated nausea or vomiting, head 
motion intolerance, gait unsteadiness, 
and nystagmus

 AVS patients (10% to 20% of ED 
dizziness presentations) are at higher 
risk for stroke (25%) than average ED 
dizziness patients (4% to 6%)

HINTS for INFARCT

VIDEO HINTS for INFARCT



Study design

 Data(1999–2012) from an ongoing, 
institutional review board–approved, 
prospective, cross-sectional diagnostic 
study of AVS patients

Populations

 A single academic medical center 
 a regional stroke referral center for 25 

hospitals
 86,000 annual ED visits and 900 stroke 

admissions per year
 Inclusion

 Acute vestibular syndrome (at least 1 hour, 
within a week)

 1 or more risk factors for stroke

Study protocol

 All ED patients
 Patients with peripheral vertigo were 

followed for at least 3 months
 All patients underwent NE + HINTS, and 

then neuroimaging (97.4% MRI)
 MRI: axial T2, FLAIR, and diffusion-

weighted imaging
 Delayed MRI

Outcome measures

 Diagnosis
 Central: neuroimaging or lab data
 Pedripheral: by exclusion

 HINTS and modifications
 one-item head impulse test alone
 HINTS “plus” (+new onset hearing loss)

Results

 More stroke in men(64.3% vs 52.0%), 
and women were much more likely to 
have other central causes(0% vs 14.7%)



Results Results

Results

 False negative HINTS cases were 
uncommon (n=4), and all but one was 
captured by HINTS “plus”

 A single false positive HINTS (and 
HINTS “plus”)- a patient with vestibular 
neuritis who had skew deviation 

 The head impulse test as a single item 
had 11 false negatives (5 with new 
hearing loss)

Results

 Sensitivity for initial MRI was 86.7% 
(95%CI 79.5-92.1%)

 Sensitivity for eye movement 
approaches
 Head impulse alone  90.3% (95%CI 83.7-

94.8%)
 HINTS 96.5% (95%CI 91.7-98.9%)
 HINTS “plus” 99.1% (95%CI 95.7-100.0%)

Discussion

 HINTS sensitivity appears higher than 
any other published diagnostic strategy 
at initial ED assessment

 Specificity of HINTS might turn out to be 
lower in population with lower stroke 
prevalence



Discussion

 HINTS outperform ABCD2 on sensitivity 
and specificity, regardless of the 
endpoint considered

 HINTS defferentiates central from 
peripheral causes

 HINTS “plus” would yield 98% fewer 
missed strokes at 87% lower cost

Discussion

 Many ED clinicians use risk factor-based 
reasoning to assess the likelihood of stroke 
or need for neuroimaging

 In current clinical practice, up to 35% of 
strokes may be missed in ED patients with 
acute dizziness or vertigo

 If ABCD2 is used to determine the need for 
imaging, 71% of strokes would have been 
missed in patients with AVS younger than 
60 years old (40%)

Discussion

 HINTS is based on anatomic and 
physiologic neuroscience
 Head impulse: primary vestibular pathways from 

labyrinth to lateral pons
 Gaze-evoke nystagmus: gaze holding circuit in  

brainstem and cerebellum
 Vertical ocular alignment: central otolithic

pathways in brainstem
 With rare inner ear strokes (AICA territory), 

sudden hearing loss maybe the only clue

Discussion

 A commercially available device that can 
measure these eye movements holds 
promise as a future stroke diagnostic 
tool

 It is currently used in Europe and is now 
available in the US following recent FDA 
approval

 Further education is needed for 
emergency physicians

Limitations

 Imperfect masking
 Follow-up MRI were obtained only if 

clinical findings didn’t match a peripheral 
vestibular pattern

 Highly selected population limits 
generalizability

 It remains unknown whether 
nonspecialist clinicians can accurately 
identify the eye movement findings



Conclusions 

 HINTS outperforms ABCD2 and initial 
MRI for efficiently detecting stroke in 
AVS

 For AVS patients with negative initial 
MRI and positive HINTS, close follow-up 
and repeat MRI are probably warranted

commentary

Traditional paradigm

 Symptom quality: lightheadedness or 
vertigo

 Over 50% patients changed their type of 
dizziness when the same questions 
were reasked 10 minutes later

 Patients with BPPV might had 
lightheadedness,  and patients with CV 
causes of dizziness complain of vertigo

“Time and triggers” approach

 Acute vestibular syndrome: abrupt onset 
of persistent dizziness lasting days to 
weeks

 Chronic vestibular syndrome: prolonged 
dizziness lasting weeks to months

 Episodic vestibular syndrome: 
intermteent episodes that arise 
spontaneously lasting minutes to days

 Triggered vestibular syndrome: brief 
episodes lasting <1 minute with a trigger

Misdiagnosis of stroke in dizzy 
patients
 A posterior stroke patients can have a 

NIHSS of zero, and about 10% of 
patients with cerebellar stroke present 
with symptoms mimicking vestibular 
neuritis

 More MRIs?
 Unavailable
 MRI misses 12% of posterior circulation 

strokes in the first 48 hrs

Cautions of HINTS

 Unlike most tests, a positive head 
impulse test signifies a peripheral cause 
and is a “reassuring” finding

 The HINTS should only be done in the 
population of patients with AVS!!!



“ATTEST” approach

 A- Associated symptoms
 TT- Timing and Triggers
 ES- Exam Signs (NE and HINTS)
 T- Testing


